
Where Mission-Driven 
Values Meet Exceptional 
Patient Care



TAKE YOUR 
PRACTICE TO 
THE NEXT 
LEVEL

Chiro One offers comprehensive chiropractic
care, specializing in customized treatments for
musculoskeletal pain patients. With locations
across the country, our chiropractic doctors
provide high-quality, accessible chiropractic
care options for patients.

Unique Care Model 

Our doctors provide gentle yet effective manual
adjustments to promote proper alignment. This
method, combined with active therapies
prescribed to patients, supports recovery,
reduces pain, improves mobility, and increases
range of motion. With Chiro One methodologies,
our patients experience consistently high
outcomes and report high rates of satisfaction.

Operational 
Excellence

Helping a Growing Geography of Patients

Founded in 1992 in the Chicagoland area, Chiro
One Wellness Centers now operates over 70
clinics across the country. With an increased
public focus on the opioid crisis and overall health
and wellness, the demand for chiropractic care
continues to grow. Chiro One is a mission-driven
company, dedicated to impacting every
community by helping people live better lives.

THE CHIRO ONE APPROACH

Revenue 
Cycle

Patient 
Acquisition

Functional 
Business 
Support



STANDARD PROCEDURE COMPONENTS CLINICAL BENEFIT

Proprietary Treatment Guidelines & Outcomes-
Based Care Model

Enables development of high-quality care plans that are recognized by the 
industry and by payors, increasing positive outcomes 

Bullet-Proof Medical Record Forms  
& Documentation 

Capitalizes on expected payor reimbursements by minimizing post-payment 
claims review and medical necessity denials 

In-House Certified Technician Training Reduces doctor examination time on patient histories, vitals, X-Rays, and 
optimizes appointments

Effective Floor Plans & Active  
Rehabilitation Set-ups Optimizes clinic space for reimbursable services and multi-patient management

Daily Dashboard Reporting on Clinical Stats & 
Patient Journey   

Provides live robust information (from EHR), and resolves patient retention  
or payment collection issues  

At Chiro One Wellness Centers, we ensure our patients receive exceptional care with a framework of standardized 
operational procedures, extensive clinical training, and ongoing quality assurance and performance coaching.

OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE 

Quality Assurance and Performance Coaching
Chiro One maintains high standards of quality control by utilizing a

stringent performance rating system and a dedicated performance
coach team, who ensure consistent practices across all clinics.

Extensive Clinical Training
To ensure that providers are equipped to master the Chiro One

treatment methodology, doctors are supported with a
comprehensive educational program and ongoing training
sessions. 

Outcomes-based Protocols and Procedures
Our unique standardized protocols and procedures arm our
doctors with an optimized treatment recommendation
process that adheres to payor guidelines and yields
positive patient outcomes.

Q/A & 
Coaching

Extensive
Clinical Training

Outcomes-Based
Protocols and Procedures



FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

ANGELA WARMAN ANGELA.WARMAN@MEDULLALLC.COM
MIKE GIAQUINTO MIKE.GIAQUINTO@MEDULLALLC.COM

Chiro One’s corporate teams have done a 
great job helping my clinical teams grow, and 
they provided excellent guidance along the 
way. What an amazing opportunity to make a 
profound impact in the chiropractic 
profession. I highly recommend the Chiro One 
acquisition experience to any practice owners 
who want to take their clinics to the next level.
Matt Frahm, D.C. 

“



Our marketing team creates patient 
touchpoints at each stage of the 
patient journey to educate prospective 
patients about our services, inform 
decisions with diverse content, and 
simplify the process of making and 
keeping appointments.

Patient learns 
about options and 
forms questions  

AWARENESS

Patient begins 
researching 

options 

RESEARCH

Patient evaluates 
information for 

decision making  

CHOICE

Patient makes and 
attends 

appointment  

TREATMENT

Paid & Unpaid
Keyword Search

Facebook Ads

Screening Events

Paid Keyword Search

MARKETING INTIATIVE AT EVERY STAGE

PATIENT JOURNEY

Gated Content

Google Reviews

Informative Website

Nurture Campaigns

Sponsored Listings

Online Appointment 
Application

Dedicated Call Center

Appointment 
Confirmations

Patient learns about 
options and forms 

questions  

AWARENESS
Patient begins 

researching 
options 

RESEARCH
Patient evaluates 

information for 
decision making  

CHOICE
Patient makes 

and attends 
appointment  

TREATMENT

MARKETING INTIATIVES AT EVERY STAGE

Keyword Search

Facebook Ads

Wellness Events

Keyword Search

Gated Content

Google Reviews

Website

Nurture Campaigns

Sponsored Listings

Online Appt.  App

Dedicated Call Center

Appt. Confirmations

Marketing Expertise and Support 
Our team of highly-skilled marketing professionals excel in digital media, sales, website development, customer 
service, content creation, design, and analytics. Prior to the brand transition to Chiro One, our marketing integration 
manager will work with your team to learn about your current initiatives and share marketing best practices. 
Together, we will create and execute interim joint marketing initiatives to grow patient volume. Once your clinic fully 
transitions to the Chiro One brand, you will receive full marketing support including digital, wellness screening 
events, and patient referral programs.



REVENUE CYCLE MANAGEMENT 

TVG-Medulla’s revenue team manages a full spectrum 
of tasks associated with billing and collections 
throughout the entire revenue cycle process, from the 
initial patient visit to payment collection. Our team’s 
guidelines ensure prompt and accurate 
reimbursement for services.

Billing and Collections 
Our team of experts deliver immediate value by 
implementing robust, streamlined and 
systematized billing, claims/AR management, 
and collections protocols.

Compliance 
Our revenue cycle team lends extensive 
knowledge and experience with all coding, 
payor and regulatory compliance aspects of 
the billing cycle to keep all billing, coding and 
collections practices compliant and ethical.

Case/Utilization Management 
Our revenue cycle process reviews all aspects of 
the clinical file to ensure that care 
recommendations and delivery comply with 
established clinical and payer guidelines

After 17 years of owning my own practice and struggling with insurance claims, collections, 
and denials, it’s AMAZING to have an incredible team of experienced people handle the 
revenue cycle process so seamlessly.  Kevin Schultz, DC

Functional Business Support Teams

Our corporate staff brings a wealth of industry knowledge and expertise, along with forward-
thinking strategies that have built multiple successful chiropractic brands and driven largescale 
geographic expansions. Our teams include professionals in strategy, marketing, finance, revenue 
cycle and billing, operations management, information technology, legal, human resources and 
facilities management.

“
PATIENT VISIT WITH DOCTOR

PROVIDER CREDENTIALING & 
REIMBURSEMENT ANALYSIS

VERIFY INSURANCE 
BENEFITS & ELIGIBILITY

RCM PROCESS

UTILIZATION
MANAGEMENT

INSURANCE BILLING 
AND COLLECTIONS 

INSURANCE AR 
MANAGEMENT

PATIENT AR 
MANAGEMENT 

MEDICAL RECORDS 
MANAGEMENT 



   
 

   

 

OVER 100 LOCATIONS 

 

 

 
Chiro One is expanding our patient reach into 
new communities across America! 
Learn more at chiroone.com/locations 
 

Chiro One Clinics In transition Chiro One Clinics MyoCore Clinics  

Wisconsin · Illinois · Indiana · Missouri · Washington · Oregon 
 



 

 

 
 
A clinic is valued based on multiple factors: 
  

1. Profitability 
We use a standard industry metric to measure financial performance, called EBITDA:  Earnings before 
interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization. We get this information from your profit and loss 
statement. Net Income is a similar metric you can use to estimate your clinic profitability.   
 

2. Clinic Performance Metrics 
We like to understand how many patients you care for on a weekly basis, how many new patients 
you’re seeing, the average number of visits per patient, and the average amount paid per visit.   

 
3. Payer Mix and Insurance Types 

We prefer to see collections from insurance carriers that are spread over a variety of payers instead 
of concentration with one payer. Additionally, we consider the value of reimbursements with respective 
payers.   
 

4. Pricing 
Our standard pricing model includes a one-time cash payment to the seller at close, and two additional 
cash payments for retention and growth in the future. The retention bonus provides the seller an 
incentive for maintaining profitability after the sale. The growth bonus is intended to reward the seller for 
growing the business post sale. 
 

5. Compensation 
Sellers are provided with a fixed salary for one year after closing. After one year, sellers are moved into 
the growth bonus program and are paid based on a collections percentage.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HOW TO VALUATE YOUR CLINIC 



 

 

 
 
Initial Meeting 
A Medulla business development representative meets with the clinic owner to discuss intent.  
   

Week 1: Non-Disclosure Agreement is signed by interested clinic owner.  
A Medulla representative will also provide clinic owner with required financial documents to provide 
initial business value.   
                
Week 2: A Medulla business representative will hold a clinical action profile meeting to gather 
information about the clinic.   
                                             
Week 3: Clinic sellers should send financial documents back to their Medulla business development 
representative.   
   
Week 4: A Medulla business development representative will visit the clinic.   
   
Week 5: Initial clinic valuation is completed. Medulla business development teams will create a 
terms sheet that contains a financial offer and details.   
  
Week 6: The terms sheet and financial offer are presented to the clinic seller.   
If terms are acceptable, a non-binding Letter of Intent (LOI) is created and provided to the clinic seller 
that details all terms of the offer. Seller should sign and return promptly, before week 7.   
   
Week 7: An independent accounting firm is hired to complete a Quality of Earnings (QOE) analysis to 
verify clinic profit.  
   
Week 8 –13: Due diligence begins. The process will take about 4-6 weeks to complete.   
Sellers are provided a list of required due diligence documents to verify billing records and clinical 
processes.   

o Documents from seller are uploaded into Drop Box.   
o Onsite due diligence is completed by Medulla’s integration team.   

  
Week 14: Clinic seller connects Medulla with their attorney.   
The pre-close process will begin, which starts the development of the Asset Purchase Agreement and 
other legal documents.  

o Seller should inform their clinic staff of their intent to sell during this time frame.   
   
Week 15 – 16: Legal parties collaborate on closing documents, and a final closing date is set.  
   
Week 17: Closing occurs, and the clinic sale is finalized. 

A TIMELINE FOR SELLING YOUR CLINIC 




